Composition In B Minus

Read 216 Mansfield—Daughters of the Late Colonel. I don't want to read 216 Mansfield, whatever that means. And as for the daughters of the late colonel, are they that I should put them into one of my incomparably incomprehensible notes? I didn't even know they were writers. Yes, by all means, let them alone. If he—the late colonel—is very late, you, they certainly don't want to be bothered. Do let them alone. There! That tires them up info a neat package with no loose strings—

1. I wish I could think in a stream—a smooth, unified stream, with every little rivulet of the right color and description to make the stream a stream instead of a mud puddle. If my consciousness is any way-shaped mighty upthrust, then when a down-hill drift is worked up, often every which way which way less vibes—

4. I wish I could think in a stream—a smooth, nicely unified stream they're there tomorrow morning, This holiday is a nationally celebrated one, with some of the business houses closing a half day, and those who can, letting their help off for a whole day! We'll, Messmates, we are some of those lucky ones who get one, complete day to celebrate. Of course the workers are always the unlucky ones who will have to work, but I hope there's only a few. Look outside your window. See the beautiful day! See the flowers peeping their gay little withered heads above the alkali! It's too beautiful a day to imagine yourself slaving away at a mean old desk when you could be out in the fresh air and sunshine catching a little sun on your face.

Eleven Students Are Initiated Into Beta Phi

Eleven Meso students with an average grade of 2.4, or higher, were initiated into the Beta Phi Chapter of Phi Theta Kappa during a formal candle light ceremony in the Green Room of the La Salle Hotel on February 22. A banquet was served after the initiation.

April Ninth Declared Holiday for Mesalians

Happy Holiday! Guess what, everyone, we got a vacation? Ain't it wonderful! Just think, one whole day of no studying or classes. Where! There will be some time for picnics, parties and just messin' around! Ain't it wonder- ful—We repeat.

This holiday is a nationally celebrated one, with some of the business houses closing a half day, and those who can, letting their help off for a whole day! We'll, Messmates, we are some of those lucky ones who get one, complete day to celebrate. Of course the workers are always the unlucky ones who will have to work, but I hope there's only a few. Look outside your window. See the beautiful day! See the flowers peeping their gay little withered heads above the alkali! It's too beautiful a day to imagine yourself slaving away at a mean old desk when you could be out in the fresh air and sunshine catching a little sun on your face.

Three Bears Or a New Feature Editor?

The editor also stated that if established beyond a doubt that the British are approaching. In fact, he was overheard to suggest this fact to his staff by subtly covering his true meaning with several suggestive statements. He said, "The Brit- ish are approaching!"

The approach of the British was later verified when a New England fisherman reported that he had caught several fish wearing marine colors and painting their scales with the colors of the British flag. However, this report cannot be verified because science has not found where fish speak.

These reports have at last made the Criteron reporter suspect that the British are approaching. Messmates, let us celebrate. Of course there's no immediate need for us to do anything or even to think about it, but let's just turn the page and see what I have to say dehberately.

1. I wish I could think in a stream—a smooth, nicely unified stream they're there tomorrow morning, This holiday is a nationally celebrated one, with some of the business houses closing a half day, and those who can, letting their help off for a whole day! We'll, Messmates, we are some of those lucky ones who get one, complete day to celebrate. Of course the workers are always the unlucky ones who will have to work, but I hope there's only a few. Look outside your window. See the beautiful day! See the flowers peeping their gay little withered heads above the alkali! It's too beautiful a day to imagine yourself slaving away at a mean old desk when you could be out in the fresh air and sunshine catching a little sun on your face.

1. I wish I could think in a stream—a smooth, nicely unified stream they're there tomorrow morning, This holiday is a nationally celebrated one, with some of the business houses closing a half day, and those who can, letting their help off for a whole day! We'll, Messmates, we are some of those lucky ones who get one, complete day to celebrate. Of course the workers are always the unlucky ones who will have to work, but I hope there's only a few. Look outside your window. See the beautiful day! See the flowers peeping their gay little withered heads above the alkali! It's too beautiful a day to imagine yourself slaving away at a mean old desk when you could be out in the fresh air and sunshine catching a little sun on your face.

The British are Sighted in Boston Bay: Criente Armed

The question of the week: WHICH ONE USES TONIC?
The Case of the Cafeteria Murders

The cafeteria manager for the lunchroom at state college, Albert Engleman, was found stabbed to death with a large kitchen knife. The motive for the crime is unknown, but it appears to be a random act of violence. Engleman was known for his strict enforcement of the cafeteria dress code, which included a mandatory hat policy. He was often seen in the cafeteria, wearing his signature fedora, which was now draped over his motionless body.

Some of the potential suspects include:

- A student who frequented the cafeteria after hours and was known for his aggressive behavior.
- A cafeteria worker who had been fired for theft and was seen lurking in the area.
- A former employee who had recently lost their job and was known to have a grudge against Engleman.

The investigation is ongoing, and the detective in charge is promising to keep the community informed of any developments.

Mesaties Indulge in Enthusiastic Pastimes

Search Bar, Smoke Shop, Major League, V.F.W. Club, Lodge Court, Traveler, and the Forgotten Shaker are among the hot spots for Mesaties to hang out. The most popular pastime is smoking, followed closely by socializing and drinking. Some Mesaties even attend the bar to overhear the latest gossip.

Almost any time you find a group of Mesaties, you will find they are in the middle of a party or are discussing their next move. A common pastime is to talk about the latest news and gossip, which can range from politics and sports to personal affairs.

In the end, Mesaties are just like any other group of people, enjoying themselves and each other's company.
Max Downer and Beverly Weckel Were King and Queen of Soiree

"THE TOP O' THE EVENIN'" was held in the Coliseum on Monday evening March 11, 1949 in the college gym. Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Weckel were the sponsors of the dance which was termed a "formal." Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Weckel were the sponsors of the dance which was termed a "formal."

Several committees were formed for the event. They included:

- Photography
- Arrangements
- Concessions
- Dance

The dance was a great success and the students had a wonderful time. It was a great way to celebrate the beginning of Spring and the end of the semester.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS OUTSIDENCE COLLEGES

The Secondary Schools Outsidence Colleges (SSOC) is a group of students who have a passion for art and design. The group meets every Thursday afternoon to create and discuss their work. They have been invited to exhibit at the Fine Arts Festival to be held in April.

Art News

By "Bobs"

All the art classes have started Spring quarter with loads of activity in store for all. The students are excited to bring into being interesting and meaningful works of art. Some of the classes are also working on projects for the exhibition, so keep an eye out for some wonderful works of art!

Follow the Crowd To The Diamond Jewelers

500 MAIN STREET TELEPHONE 39

COPELANDS

CUT RATE DRUGS "Everything a Drug Store Should Be"

PRESCRIPTIONS "Filled as your doctor ordered"

Beauty Aids-COSMETICS-Toiletries

VITAMIN-HEADQUARTERS

OPENING TONIGHT Friday, April 1st

STARLITE DRIVE-IN THEATRE

Enjoy the Show Under the Stars New Show Every Sun., Wed., and Fri.

FAST CURB SERVICE

Enjoy Dinner in Your Car

Weekdays—11:30 to 1:30 P. M., 5:00 P. M. to 7:30 A. M.
Saturday—11:30 A. M. to 1:30 P. M., 5:00 P. M. to 9:00 A. M.

SHAMROCK DRIVE-IN — Third and North
Mesa Contact Troupe
In Fruita Concerts

Have you noticed those sweaters and hats which the band members used to wear last fall floating through the halls of Mesa recently? Understandably then, you should find no difficulties in sporting them on cold winter days.

On Friday, March 25, the members of the troupe made their debut at the Fruita Union High School. Band members, brought in en masse, presented the numbers: first of which were two songs by the girl's double trio. Following that, a reading was given by Dale Mixterly. After his recite, Joyce Johnston, dressed as a "spy, semi-morale" and a tap dancer, then, after she did her recite, Mary Mollie Flaherty, dressed as a baseball player, and Pointy Von Thoren read an essay from the program. The last number on the program was two songs by the boy's double quartet.

This same type of program will be offered to many high schools on the western slope during the spring quarter. The purpose of which is to advertise Mesa College.

Whoever You Are, Whatever You Do

Let Us Keep Your Hair
WELL GROOMED
THE IDEAL BARBER SHOP
15th North Sixth

Mickey Mouse Called
In to Help in Exams

Providence, R.I., F.P. — Brown University recently called in movie cartoon characters to help dispel the nervous tension built up within the undergraduates during the midterm examination period.

Working on the theory that there should be brief periods of relaxation between exams, the Freshman Student Board of Governors scheduled a morning series of comic cartoons featuring Bugs Bunny and other well-known cartoon personalities, to be shown in the campus theater.

Grades for Semester
Mailed on Few Hours

New York, N.Y., F.P. — Barnard College students recently voted overwhelmingly to retain honor system at the College in preference to strict proctoring, but at least half of the students indicated that they would not report cheating if they saw it during exams or at other academic work.

The vote came at a student meeting called to re-examine the present honor system, which Michigan in effect last year. Nearly 600 of the enrolled 1,100 students were present.

Children are instructed from their early years not to be "sufficiently opposed to reporting complaints and the honor system which requires one student to tell another in violation of a personal code. One speaker, a freshman, said the alternate procedure was impractical and akin to "floating around in a dream," while another student said the present grading system was wrong because it would depend on the strength of character but on the watchfulness of the procedure.

Supporters of the honor system argued that it would never work unless it was a community project. Reporting would be unnecessary in moral pressure against cheating could be brought to bear; it was argued. The honor man admitted that details of the system could be changed but insisted that no honor system would be effective without each student making the responsibility for reporting violations general.

Honor System to Be
Retained at Barnard

JACK LAIB AND WAYNE CHAPMAN ADD THEIR
COMMENTS: at the A.M.S. Stunt Night.

A.M.S. STUNT NIGHT: Any resemblance to students is purely coincidental. If you can identify them you're doing better than we are.

Honors to System
Would Never Work

Before becoming
Overclouded,
Remember, Sir, We all came
From the same
Mold.

Nevertheless, Be able of mothers, Some are more devoted than others.
—Michigan State News.

KITE FLYING TIME
Safety First

1. Keep kites away from electric wires
2. Use dry cotton string only
3. Never use metal on kites
4. Never climb poles
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Mesa Mitt Men Prove Worth In Pocatello Tournament Despite Need Of Experience

The third intermountain Intercollegiate Boxing Tournament held in Pocatello, Idaho last week ended with four Mavericks fighting in the semifinals and one in the finals for the 168-pound championship.

The tournament, one of the finest in the nation, was filled with a capacity crowd of 4,000 with many being turned away.

Rugged Leonard Hoaglund topping the roller at 175 pounds, (who ran off four rounds around the gym) in order to make the weight ten minutes before fought last year's champion from Idaho State, Max Thompson. Max, an experienced and hard hitting veteran of two rounds, outpointed the rugged Hoaglund by a hard left and skull breaking body punch, taking the first round. Unfortunately Thompson, finding himself in the corner, pressed forward to get the maximum out of prudent Hoaglund and keeping away from his superior reach, size, and weight. A set back to O'Brien's jaw had O'Brien displaying aching eye, clipping and boiling out for the third round. Twice the boys went through the ropes together.

In the second round, Hartnett then took a shot at to O'Brien who fell under and countered with a furious right cross from the left. The first round had been a terrific right cross that went over a few minutes before fought last year's champion from Idaho State, Max Thompson. Max, an experienced and hard hitting veteran of two rounds, outpointed the rugged Hoaglund by a hard left and skull breaking body punch, taking the first round. Unfortunately Thompson, finding himself in the corner, pressed forward to get the maximum out of prudent Hoaglund and keeping away from his superior reach, size, and weight. A set back to O'Brien's jaw had O'Brien displaying aching eye, clipping and boiling out for the third round. Twice the boys went through the ropes together.

The second Maverick boxer, Gordon O'Brien, 145, was matched against Nevada's Paul Hartnett, held a much higher percentage of the fight and was the faster of the two. O'Brien, led the opening round of the first round by a faster right cross and knocked Hartnett down to 15 for this tournament. Hartnett was the aggressor from the first fight to the end against O'Brien countering and keeping away from his superior reach, size, and weight. A set back to O'Brien's jaw had O'Brien displaying aching eye, clipping and boiling out for the third round. Twice the boys went through the ropes together.

In the second round, Hartnett took a shot at to O'Brien who fell under and countered with a furious right cross from the left. The first round had been a terrific right cross that went over a few minutes before fought last year's champion from Idaho State, Max Thompson. Max, an experienced and hard hitting veteran of two rounds, outpointed the rugged Hoaglund by a hard left and skull breaking body punch, taking the first round. Unfortunately Thompson, finding himself in the corner, pressed forward to get the maximum out of prudent Hoaglund and keeping away from his superior reach, size, and weight. A set back to O'Brien's jaw had O'Brien displaying aching eye, clipping and boiling out for the third round. Twice the boys went through the ropes together.

In the second round, Hartnett took a shot at to O'Brien who fell under and countered with a furious right cross from the left. The first round had been a terrific right cross that went over a few minutes before fought last year's champion from Idaho State, Max Thompson. Max, an experienced and hard hitting veteran of two rounds, outpointed the rugged Hoaglund by a hard left and skull breaking body punch, taking the first round. Unfortunately Thompson, finding himself in the corner, pressed forward to get the maximum out of prudent Hoaglund and keeping away from his superior reach, size, and weight. A set back to O'Brien's jaw had O'Brien displaying aching eye, clipping and boiling out for the third round. Twice the boys went through the ropes together.

In the second round, Hartnett then took a shot at to O'Brien who fell under and countered with a furious right cross from the left. The first round had been a terrific right cross that went over a few minutes before fought last year's champion from Idaho State, Max Thompson. Max, an experienced and hard hitting veteran of two rounds, outpointed the rugged Hoaglund by a hard left and skull breaking body punch, taking the first round. Unfortunately Thompson, finding himself in the corner, pressed forward to get the maximum out of prudent Hoaglund and keeping away from his superior reach, size, and weight. A set back to O'Brien's jaw had O'Brien displaying aching eye, clipping and boiling out for the third round. Twice the boys went through the ropes together.

The first round was even, the second favoring Neilson, third favoring O'Brien. A few times Neilson did land but the jury Thompson also had a few good shots that kept him away from his duties, large reach, and bloody. Leonard refused to give up and went the three rounds, but had the wrong answer. He had the wrong idea as far as the judges were concerned. Neilson had the victory. The first round was Neilson against Hartnett. Hartnett, also for the use of his Hudson.
Students in College Are Over-Organized

Madison, Wis.—The American college student is over-organized and under-educated," charged Harold Taylor, president of Sarah Lawrence college, and former professor of philosophy at the University of Wisconsin, Friday morning in a general session of the University Centennial symposium on "Student Government in Higher Education." President Taylor spoke on "The Student as a Responsible Person."

Students are under-educated, he said, because they have been treated as children even though they have been doing all of the things which adults do during the last 20 years.

The faculties which have risen to form themselves "as a kind of overall American committee dedicated to protecting American college students from themselves, and to preventing any change in the present American student," President Taylor said.

"The student is presented with education already systematized and organized into credits, units, grades, majors, courses, lectures, tests, grade point averages, and other educational devices," President Taylor said. "I say that what I mean by the American student is a sort of organized innocent."

"Almost everyone in America, including the Communist party and the American Legion, now wants to help in organizing college education," he said.

President Taylor then went on to describe the history of student life in America as one of gradual emancipation from intellectual and social controls of the educational system, and from economic difficulties which have prevented a real improvement of higher education for all.

He cited the action of the students at the University of Wisconsin in drawing attention to the discrimination policies in residence halls as an example of the initiative and maturity in action which had brought about improvements in education throughout the country.

He discussed the fear of communism saying that it is mistaken and that it is a threat to be met and combated by the educational preventive measures, capacities, and maturity of the students.

The symposium, sponsored by the Wisconsin Student Association, the University Centennial committee, and the Student Personnel office, is dealing with the problems of developing student leadership and the role of the administration of higher learning. Dr. Moore, University president, G. Moore, Williams, governor of Michigan, opened the three days of meetings with his talk on "The Need for Leadership: A new World Order." Thursday evening.
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